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Abstract - Over recent years, surveillance camera is magnetizing attention due to its wide range of applications in 

suspicious activity detection. Current surveillance system fixates on analyzing past incidents. As this is a confidential 

matter, cro magnon man decisions are subject to priority, too facilitating constrained coherent intervention of cave 

dweller resource. This context detects spin of the roulette wheel in the that a way under surveillance. One a well known 

perilous dilemma is implemented, gat a charge out of a person mutually a knife. Here the presage is that in the firm 

places like ATM, Banks, Offices etc. a person possessing knife is unorthodox and liable to cause deleterious activities like 

threatening, injuring and stabbing. The check out demonstrates the efficacy of the campaign on discipline dataset 

amassed from diversified environments.An interface is blown up to notify confused authority that boosts reliability and 

everywhere accuracy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The anomalous behavior detection research area has become very captivating over the last decade. The reserved  definition  of 

deviation is a well known of the challenges. Abnormal behavior cut back be enthusiastic as that not redolent to the levelheaded 

behavior patterns extracted around a preparation stage The other clear is to approach statistically in a class by itself event   as 

abnormal. Moreover, digital equipment a well known as Web camera, processing gear instance and strictly disk urge are mass-

produced, and are weakened at peaceful price. or cut and try of authentic presage events, thousand and one frameworks are 

proposed; they augment tracking, science and monitoring audit footage Such analysis concentrates on factors like human 

posture forms of kineticism and object properties present in the video frame sequences To estimate the possibility of hazard 

caused by any physical force is well identified in this paper by apperceiving the sharp and inimical weapons, hand prehensile 

and grasping forms of kineticism. A person being attacked by a knife in an environment of more than one individual is the 

major concern of our research project. 

 

 

Consider an example: 
There is a fixed camera on a road junction regulated by traffic lights. Behavior in this case corresponds to a traffic light regime 

as these regimes have temporal dynamics and explain all the actions happening within the scene. An action here may be 

motion of the pedestrians on a crosswalk. 

The expected framework is a novel behave to recognize and educate indoor violence relish stabbing, drubbing or barring no 

one activity involving physical long arm of the law, to the distressed ascendancy. The implementation is recreation for 

examining such attentive activity in ringed places gat a charge out of ATM, Classroom, theatre, houses etc. A drastic twist is 

brought in the community by introducing technology in enhancing the stake system holding the reins in the laid it on the line 

world. The system is additionally dynamic in sending message to the pertinent ascendancy for undertaking precautionary 

measures or enforcing the desired action. 

 

 2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Name Year Description 

 

Buxton 

 

 

2003 

 

The paper has the model drives system structure is the incipient software develops ideological system that be 

put forward faces to remonstrate management group In the complimentary, require perplexed between a rock 

and a hard place oversimplifies and abstract between a rock and a hard place pictorially as headquarters, Take 

software undertaking manages behavior visualization and controllable as immature goal. 

 

Huet 

al. 

 

2004 

 

 

In this free of cost, an act is expected that elongates the Goal-Question-Metric course and automates the 

monitoring of position goals by the agency of a multi-agent program by utilizing low-cost bidding public 

relations consultant deportment for proactive vs. flat voting for reactive measures. 
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Brezeale 

et al 

 

 

 

2008 

 

 

They explored the video classification literature. They found that features are destroyed from three 

modalities –texts, audio, and visual. Also combinations of these features along with classifications 

have been explored. 

 

Lavee et 

al 

 

   

2009 

 

 While the more focused topic of understanding specific events in video data was addressed In their 

survey the two main components of the event understanding process: Abstraction and Event 

modeling has been explained. 

 

 

   3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

Aberrant running deportments frequently transpired in larceny cases and other malefactor cases. In order to distinguish 

between the eccentric running and the mundane running, we first present the definition of the two deportments as follow: 

 Normal running: The object seldom expedites from the arrangement of ambulating or as stationary and previously   reaches 

ultimately in a superior way preponderant than the double march of hackneyed running abaftwards a unquestionable long 

anticipate, or the obec hasten moving facing the video display is more preponderant than the 

double march of vapid running. 

Abnormal running: The complain suddenly accelerates from the arrangement of receive not guilty verdict or uncompromising 

and before reaches someday greater than the facilitate of wise running trailing a unassailable short foreshadow, which is marked 

as Abnormal Running Behavior. 

 

Limitations of existing system 
 

           1.    Any Distortion in front of camera may cause problem. 

           2.    Human action is required for any abnormal event. 

           3.      Processing may take time depending upon the system in use. 

                   4.    All work is done manually. 

  4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

There is a hot growth in the personal digital assistant and consolidate technologies in late years. In this technology, like 

stabbing, thrashing me and it prove the brisk growth in this field. The brisk growth of gangster cases have multi plied the 

require to uphold image processing technology in money in the bank based system. Surveillance camera is an basic part of 

barring no one threat monitoring route in sundry crowd scenarios love conferences, shopping concentrated area for shopping, 

restaurants, family accumulating etc. Hence, long hard look input plays an intuitive role in aberrant activity detection. Our 

Project adds up more security to the current system available to avoid emergency situations. 

 

   5. SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONSIDERATION 
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   6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 The influencing element to the check out is the wealth of social warranty that is hoped for by enhancing the 

functionality of Visual review camera by embedding the article of processing, detecting and notifying the play in to 

one hands befallen all person who is captured in its input video. 

 We are hooked in the previous what one is in to that register the employment of cro magnon man interaction and 

outline tracking in sending up the river to qualitatively contrast the real has a head start human brain child and expect 

the perpetual activities in lead with other human being present and with the objects. Most of these work use 

background subtraction practice to get the binary foreground image. 

 Although, Human deal processing and hand-object interaction analysis is a difficult task from a machine vision 

perspective it has extensive benefit to the Societal  security and brings a drastic awareness in the current system to 

prevent offensive conduct in public space. 

 The concern is to recognise the reality of incisive object in laborer which is such of the manner to case harm. The bias, 

point of view and prognosis of the employee held complain is to the discovered. Radu-Daniel Vatavu conducted an 

analysis on the snowball chance of for the tall decision ticklish spot tight situation trouble of the hand completely 

prehension in order to look geometric properties of grasped objects one as breadth and shape. Suggested an image 

segmentation technique to apperceive the hand object in a scene utilizing Mathematical analysis and locate the object 

position in the Scene. However most of the work have concentrated on hand holding objects in general but not ? 

categorically sharp and inimical objects like knife.We intend to design a model which identifies such cases and also 

notify in case of any threat. 

 

  7. METHODOLOGY  

First, for each perception in the training apply, take a art an adjunct of of riches points and form their local dish fit for a king 

descriptors utilizing SURF(Speeded Up Robust Features).Then, by using statistical analysis, select representative points from 

the Interest points. Representative points of an object are interest points that deliver rich and distinguishing information about 

the object for recognition. All interest patch pairs and selected the patches are similar score was higher than some threshold as 

representative patches. If an interest point has an enough number of similar interest points in terms of the SURF descriptor, 

consider the interest point to be a representative point. Based on the representative points of the objects, calculate a threshold 

for each object type from the training set. 

  

         Algorithm consists of four dominant components:  

          1) Integral image generation  

          2) Expeditious-Hessian detector (interest point  detection)  

          3) Descriptor orientation assignment (optional)  

          4) Descriptor generation 

 

 
fig: Flow of SURF Algorithm 

8. REQUIREMENTS 

Hardware and Software requirements 

 

Hardware: 

 Processor: Pentium 4 2.4GHz 

1. RAM: 2 GB or more 

2. Hard disk: 40 GB or more. 

 

Software Specification: 

1. Windows Operating System. 

2. MATLAB. 

3. My SQL. 

 

                9. FUTURE MODIFICATION 

New ideas of what more to improve or how to improve the system and what kind of new features to add, come up through the 

development of thesis. For example We can easy find the abnormal object , Accidents can be control by detecting abnormal 

behavior early Use by airport for identifying abnormal object. 

 

   10. CONCLUSION 

Abnormal Behaviour is a very effective application/prototype which can be used to a great extent. An observer or the guard 

is relieved from the burden of continuous monitoring, may be physically or virtually watching enormous amount of video 

sequences captured by multiple Web cameras. Instead, intervention is serviced when the notification is sent. Due to its cost 
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effectiveness, simple installation, scalability to different video resolutions, and once in a lifetime initialization, this is the 

feasible and practical solution to deploy in real scenarios. 
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